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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 
 

We are a brand new publication, so thank 
you so much for reading! Our goal is to be 
the magazine that takes all writing and art no 
matter the genre.  

We think that everyone is talented in 
their own ways, and we want the world to 
experience different types of writing and 
artwork. 

Whether you submitted to this volume or 
just happened upon it, please share this 
magazine so that everyone’s writing is seen. 
Please enjoy Sun and Moon Vol. 1, Only the 
beginning. 
 

Editors of Sun and Moon 

 
If you would like to be a part of Vol. 2 visit 

https://sunandmoonmag.wixsite.com/submissions  



 

SONG OF THE SEA 
  

 
Song of the Sea 

A Poem 
by Sarah Beth Shepherd 

 
An empty beach. 

Waves whisper my name, 
They reach for me as I walk by. 
They want to pull me deeper: 

Come closer. 
Let me show you 

The wonder of the deep. 
Moonlight shines on the peak 

Of each wave, 
A perfect pathway to infinity. 

Secrets gather under the surface. 
The ocean sighs. 

A salty breeze caresses my cheek. 
Dark shapes swirl around my ankles. 

The sea knows my thoughts, 
My fears, 

My desires: 
I can wash it all away. 

Come rest forever 
In my endless warm embrace. 
The stars shake off their dust, 

Bow to their partners, 
And begin their nightly waltz. 

On the sea breeze 
I hear a voice 

crying my name. 
But nothing is loud enough 

To drown out the sea. 
 

 
 



 

AT THE COUNTER 
A Short Story 
By Russ Bickerstaff 

 

Honestly, he might’ve been looking for something else entirely. And yet there he was at 

the counter asking for something he did not want. He looked across the counter in the eyes of a 

woman who could be nothing but customer service. Which is odd considering he wasn’t actually 

a customer. He was, however, looking for something. And he was going to try to ask her for it. 

However, there was no way of knowing whether or not he would actually be able to ask for it in a 

coherent fashion. After all, it wasn’t as though there was truly any chance of her being able to help 

him out. He knew as much. 

She had sighed. She had been able to do so without breaking with a pleasant public to be 

mean or he would have rolled her eyes. As if was it was very difficult for her to refrain from flailing 

her arms the way her manager had told her. She knew better than to give any indication that she 

was annoyed or put out in any way. ‘We’re free to do so’, she would find another little talk with 

management waiting for her. Not that she didn’t enjoy that sort of thing on some level. Just that 

she didn’t feel as though it was anything that she needed to bother herself with on that particular 

day. 

He continued to attempt to put a word into what he was working for. The words in his head 

seemed to be scattered around in the ways that made it very difficult to grab hold of them for long 

enough to actually say anything that made any sense at all. It didn’t help that she was looking at 

him in such a sympathetic way. He felt as though she seemed to be incredibly sympathetic at that 

moment. There were numerous opportunities for him to apologize to her and thank her for her 

patience. After all, it was really the only thing he could think about that moment. Everything else 



 

was scattered. But there she was right in front of him. Just standing there like it was her job or 

something. Never mind the fact that it was actually her job to stand there. Not necessarily in front 

of him, but certainly there the way she was standing. Which is to say in a very ingratiating manner. 

She didn’t fold her arms or anything like that. And she seemed to be looking into his eyes in a way 

that seemed very sympathetic. And he never got this kind of sympathy out of anyone who hadn’t 

been paid to be sympathetic to him, So he was going to have to take what he could get. Which is 

to say not exactly what he wanted. At least, not in so far as he could tell. Because it’s not like the 

sympathy was completely unwelcome. It just wasn’t what he was looking for at that moment.  

Tree had considered the possibility of maybe giving him some suggestions. And maybe it 

would jog his memory. Or at least give her something to do. But there wasn’t going to be anything 

that she was going to be able to do. It may well have been a breach of protocol to be offering any 

suggestions without any initial query. There was a whole formula involved in exactly what it was 

that she needed to be doing. A whole list of requirements of people standing behind the counter 

that she was standing behind. She had spent hours familiarizing herself with it over the years. She 

could quite nearly recite it from memory. But try as she might, she couldn’t come up with anything 

specific in the way of whether or not it was OK to offer possible suggestions to someone who is 

standing there completely and articulate trying to say something but not actually saying anything 

at all. 

With all the words on one end of things and what he wanted on another end of things, he 

was all but ready to give up. It wasn’t like there was any way of bridging the gap. She was kind of 

in the way, with her being so caring and compassionate. She was actually a really good listener. It 

was a pity that he couldn’t come up with anything better to say to her. And before long his entire 

concept of what might well be communicated, spilled over into what he was saying. And what he 



 

wanted gradually became more and more a part of what he was saying. 

There is a fairly good chance that she was listening closely enough to understand that he 

had started talking about her. She was a stranger to him. And he was a stranger to her. But at that 

moment there was a kind of familiarity due to the complexity of what was trying to be 

communicated. And the two of them held this moment in space. This duality that really lacked any 

kind of intimacy at all. Just a strange state of grace between two personas drifting through the 

impossibly complex and convoluted nature of all that was. 

It wasn’t long before things shifted. The moment passed and he found his words drifting 

around. She smiled a bit and folded her arms. He glanced down at her folded arms and up into her 

eyes. the smile on her face was perhaps enough. He returned her smile and nodded back at her. 

She shook her head gently as he apologized for trespassing on her time. He walked away knowing 

that he’d be back...just like he had before. She might not be there the next time, but he would try 

again anyway...perhaps the next day the right words would find their way to his mouth. For the 

time being, he knew that there was a bed awaiting him and sleep that would accompany it. More 

than this he was not certain of.  

 

 

 

About the Author 

 

Russ Brickerstaff is a theatre critic and aspiring author living in Milwaukee, WI 

  



 

UNLIMITED PRAISE FOR THE GARBANZO BEAN, MEETINGS LIKE YOU 
WOULDN’T BELIEVE! 

A Poem 

By Colin James 
 
 

The welding shop gone, 

smoke had been absorbed 

now bikes were selling again. 

A path within walking distance 

neighbors ascending accordingly. 

Once we saved a cat from 

adding to the pile of roadkill. 

Its head bobbing like a reflex 

with each passing car, my friend 

and I pulled it into the gutter. 

The Police were too busy to attend 

but the R.S.P.C.A. guy came straight away 

when reassured of our sincerity. 

He determined the damage was minor 

our American accents absolutely arbitrary. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
About the Author 

 
Colin James was born in the north of England near Chester and is currently living in 
Massachusetts. He has a book of poems forthcoming from Wundor Editions. Another book, 
RESISTING PROBABILITY, is available from Sagging Meniscus Press. 

 
 
  



 

THE COST OF A PIT BULL 
A Short Story  

By B. Craig Grafton 

     Mr. Pitbull owned a pit bull obviously. He thought it was cool to own one. Everyone had one. 

So he got one too. But over the strong objection of his wife. 

    “That breed of dog is dangerous. They’re bred to kill. Pit bulls have been known to attack young 

children. What if it attacks the neighbor's’ little girl?” she warned him. 

     “Oh, he won’t do that. He’s a good dog,” responded her husband brushing aside her constant 

nagging for him to get rid of that dog before something terrible happened.  

     Mrs. Pitbull hated Beast and she vowed to herself that she’d get rid of that dog one way or 

another. She hated that damn dog because it ignored all her commands. Wouldn't obey her at all. 

Paid no attention to her like she didn’t even exist except to growl at her every so often to let her 

know who was boss. Furthermore Beast had cost a small fortune to buy, plus there were always 

ongoing vet bills and dog food, dog vitamins, and dog toys expense.   

     Mr. and Mrs. Pitbull’s neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Familyvalues, had a little girl, age five or so, 

and she had a bunny rabbit which she kept in a rabbit hutch, in her backyard. Because the bunny 

was so fluffy and white, their daughter named her rabbit Fluffy. Not very original but then again 

five-year-olds aren’t all that original when it comes to naming their pets. 

    “Always make sure you close the cage door, Sweetie, when you’re done petting Fluffy. We 

don’t want him to get out and get lost now do we,” they warned their daughter. That sealed Fluffy’s 

fate and he was doomed to extinction the second they said that. 

    And thus one day the inevitable happened, their daughter didn’t latch the door closed (after all 

a five-year-old is not a responsible person) and Fluffy got out. That was the day that Beast just 

happened to run out the door into the yard before Mr.Pitbull could stop him. 



 

     “Our little girl’s heart is broken,” said Mr. Familyvalues presenting the dead bloody mutilated 

body of chewed up Fluffy to the Pitbulls. 

    “Are you sure it was Beast who did this?” asked a doubtful Mr.Pitbull, not being able to say the 

word kill or acknowledge the obvious truth, for how could his sweet loving pet do such a thing.  

     But before Mr. Familyvalues could respond to such a dumb question, Mrs. Pitbull’s eyes shot 

darts at her husband. Like lasers, they burnt into his brain and he quickly realized his marital life 

was at stake. 

     “How about I write you a check to buy a new Fluffy?” her husband ever so graciously offered. 

     “What about our daughter’s pain and suffering for her loss, the wrongful death of her beloved 

Fluffy? That’s worth something too,” added Mr. Familyvalues. Mr. Familyvalues was a young 

associate attorney at a big law firm here in town and sometimes he liked to flex his young legal 

muscles. 

     Knowing this Mr. Pitbull quickly settled on a sum agreeable to all, including his wife. She 

wanted him to pay dearly for keeping that blankety-blank dog and feel the pain of money lost. And 

in addition to the money, there was one additional term of the settlement agreement that was 

insisted upon by Attorney Familyvalues. That was that Mr. Familyvalues would make a police 

report about this incident since he wanted it on record. In legal terms, establish kind of a precedent 

or in other words strike one. 

     So Fluffy was laid to rest in Familyvalues’ backyard. But only for a short time. Until the next 

day that is when Beast accidentally got out again, through the fault of Mr. Pitbull again, and dug 

up Fluffy. 

     Another monetary settlement was reached for grave robbing by a canine. A second police report 

was made but no canine unit was called to the scene.  And when they were finished Mr. 



 

Familyvalues warned the Pitbulls  with, “That’s strike two.” And that’s when Mrs. Pitbull got her 

epiphany. 

The Familyvalues got a second rabbit for their daughter. This one was named Snowball, 

“because he is white and looks like a big snowball” their daughter said. 

    And the day after Snowball arrived on the scene, Mrs. Pitbull put her plan in motion. She feigned 

sickness and called in sick to work. No one at the office doubted her she was a  nurse and if anyone 

would know if they were sick or not, it would be a nurse. 

      Mr. Familyvalues went off to his office and his wife took their daughter to daycare before she 

went off to teach first grade.  

     Mr. Pitbull, went to work as usual riding shotgun in the city garbage truck. When Mrs. 

Pitbull was home alone wearing her sickness costume of bathrobe, pajamas, and slippers with 

accompanying Kleenex tissues wadded up in her hands, Mrs. Pitbull left her house and snuck over 

to Snowball’s hutch in the Familyvalues backyard. Somehow when she was visiting the rabbit, she 

‘accidentally’ left open the cage door when she went returned to her home. 

    Next, Beast somehow got loose off his chain in their backyard and the first thing he did was 

make a beeline straight to Snowball’s abode. Snowball was still in the safety of his cage. He was 

high enough off the ground so that Beast couldn't jump up into his cage and grab him. But like a 

dumb bunny Snowball panicked and jumped out the door hoping to make a run for it. He didn’t 

have a prayer. As he jumped out, Beast jumped up and caught Snowball in his teeth in midair.  

Beast’s jaws crunched into and pierced the rabbit's skull with a sickening nauseating sound heard 

by Mrs. Pitbull watching all this at her back door. She cringed but nevertheless watched it all with 

a kind of perverted delight. Then she dialed Attorney Familyvalues at his office. 



 

     “I’m sorry,” she told him “but I’m home sick today, coming down with the flu I believe, and I 

wasn’t paying attention and uh well it seems our, I mean my husband’s dog, got out again and 

somehow opened your little girl’s rabbit cage and killed your little girl's new bunny.” 

     Mr. Familyvalues held his temper in check and then said he would call the police and meet 

them there at his home shortly and for her to be there or else. He didn’t say what the or else was 

but being an attorney it could mean one thing, legal action. When he got there the police were 

already talking to Mrs. Pitbull, but at a distance, they did not wish to catch the flu from her as she 

had warned them about. Then they talked to Attorney Familyvalues. He informed them of the 

previous two reports on file concerning this dog and thus they called the Animal Control Officer 

who quickly arrived on the scene. The officer took Beast into custody and then spoke to Mrs. 

Pitbull. 

     “I’m afraid I’m going to have to write you up ma’am,” she hollered from a distance, having 

also been informed by Mrs. Pitbull that she was coming down with the flu. 

    “It's not my dog officer. It’s my husband's. All the pedigree papers are in his name,” she hollered 

back from a safe non-contagious distance. 

    “Okay then. What’s his name?” 

     Mrs. Pitbull gladly gave it to her. The Animal Control Officer then wadded it up and threw 

the citation at her, “See that he gets that please.” 

    “Oh I will,” Mrs. Pitbull faithfully responded. 

    “There's a court date on it and I’m sure the animal will be Euthanized then. Your husband will 

have to pay the costs of all that plus the fine and court costs you know. This is the third time the 

police have been involved, the third strike so to speak.” 



 

      Mrs. Pitbull had trouble suppressing a smile. “I understand officer,” was her fake meek reply. 

And with that, the officer left with Beast in the canine Paddy Wagon and (he wasn't even an Irish 

setter) 

     Attorney Familyvalues then turned to Mrs. Pitbull, still at a distance. But she spoke first. 

     “Here’s what we’re going to do,” she said. “First I’ll get you some money and there’s still time 

for you to go and get Snowball number two before your daughter gets home from daycare. Your 

daughter doesn’t need to know what happened here today. She’ll never know the difference 

between the two bunnies anyway. Second, since you can't bury another body in your backyard 

without your daughter finding out, you sack up Snowball and put him out with the trash for 

tomorrow's pickup. Third, you tell your spouse what happened and I’ll tell mine and nobody says 

anything about this to your daughter. Okay?” 

    “Okay except, for one thing, the pain and suffering to my daughter.”  he countered automatically 

ever the attorney. 

    “Mr. Attorney since your daughter isn’t going to know about Snowball’s death. She’ll suffer no 

pain and suffering. Duh.” 

     “Okay,” he mumbled, head bowed, feeling like a fool. And agreed to the plan. 

     The next day Snowball number one went out with the garbage. Mr.Pitbull had no idea that he 

was throwing Snowball in the garbage truck when it stopped there to pick up the Familyvalues 

trash. 

    As to Snowball number two, he was now just plain Snowball. He, well now she, was an exact 

duplicate of Snowball number one. But their daughter would never know the difference, and even 

if she did, Attorney Familyvalues was sure that Mr. Pitbull would gladly pay for the sex change 

operation. 



 

    Well after that Snowball kind of became a local celebrity. Their daughter took her to show and 

tell at the daycare center later that week and the following week Snowball appeared in 

Mrs.Familyvalues first grade class for Pet Day. All the children loved Snowball, He was so cute, 

cuddly, and fluffy. 

     Mr. Pitbull paid the fines and court costs and Beast went on to doggy heaven or maybe he went 

to the depths of doggy hell, probably the latter. 

     Mrs. Pitbull now sat down with pencil and paper in hand and started computing the costs of 

Beast. The purchase price, the paperwork to register the animal, the vet bill, special dog food and 

dog vitamins and dog toys her husband insisted on, the cost of two settlements with the neighbors, 

cost of two rabbits, court costs and fines, and the cost of putting Beast down and disposing of the 

body. It came to a considerable sum. “Who'd have thunk it,” she said to herself when she added it 

all up. But it was worth it for Mrs. Pitbull knew that sooner or later that animal would have attacked 

the neighbor’s little girl and then there really would have been literal hell to pay. She was thankful 

that she had gotten off as cheap as she did. 

 

About the Author 

B. Craig Grafton’s most recent story appears in Dark Helix Press  



 

HOPE 
A Poem  

by Maxwell Zwain 

 

Against the darkness of fear,  

hope is our best defense. 

What is hope? 

Hope…such a simple emotion yet even a 

little 

hope can be more powerful than our greatest 

fears. 

Certain people will prey on your biggest 

fears. Filling 

you with hatred and anger. But with 

something as special 

as hope, you must trust the light inside of 

you to shine 

through and thus vanquish the darkness 

before it consumes 

you from the inside. 

Hope is light. 

Hope is something which can never be 

corrupted. 

When someone tries to make you afraid, 

cling onto that 

hope and fight back! 

What is hope? 

Hope is much more than some random 

emotion. Much more than 

something we would immediately take for 

granted. 

It is more special than that. 

Darkness is a sword trying to cut you down 

but you can use the shield 

that is hope to protect yourself. 

Hope is your shield. A shield which cannot 

ever be destroyed. 

It is something which cannot die nor shatter. 

Emotionally, with hope on our side, we are 

unbreakable. 

THAT is hope!



 

A Poem Collection BY John Grey 

FROM A FRIEND IN THE SOUTH 
 

Your email is full of a sudden 

cold snap in your paradise. 

What was lush is now brittle. 

You’ve retreated into your house, 

refuse to see anyone who’s not a blanket. 

 

Here, in Rhode Island, 

being chilled to the bone 

is expected of me this time of year. 

It’s a moral duty to bundle myself up 

and battle the brutality when I step outside. 

 

Your senses lack the accommodation of mine. 

You have met the enemy 

and he is the great outdoors. 

Yes, winter is an adversary, even up here, 

but I cut lilacs, keep them alive 

through bitter months. 

And I walk the trails, 

feed birds but never my anxiety. 

 

You tell me your head 



 

is buried in the weather channel. 

Mine is also, but with more optimism 

than you muster. 

And I have these flowers to content me, 

the rattle of a radiator for an anthem, 

a variety of thick, warm coats, 

to expand my living quarters 

beyond the walls of the house. 

 

I’ve seen the like of this 

from you before. 

It’s the unexpectedness you cower from. 

But you must accept that, 

for all our civilization, 

we live in wilderness. 

You take no comfort in the possibilities. 

I keep coming back for more. 

 

SILVIO 
 

He has an apartment. 

At least his sometimes girlfriend, Ada has. 

And he shows up now and then 

when he’s looking for a place to crash  

or to steal some money for booze and weed. 



 

 

He doesn’t have a job. 

He just does deals. 

And he’s working on the big one 

that’s really going to make his name. 

Of course, his bragging  

is as empty as the refrigerator 

in that dump he used to rent 

before he got evicted. 

 

He tells all the guys 

about these women that want his body, 

all hot, all animal, 

and they’re willing to pay for it as well.  

 

Meanwhile, when Ada’s around,  

“you crazy fucking bitch”  

may as well be his anthem, 

though there’s no melody behind it, 

just his father’s bloodlines, 

 

He’s spent time inside a jail cell 

when the DUI’s came due. 

And was shot once  

in the parking lot of a club. 



 

He calls that education in street smarts. 

So when someone he knows dies  

and he’s still living, 

he gives himself an A. 

 

He’s never taken a swing at Ada. 

Not even when he’s drugged up. 

Or she’s screaming in his ear. 

He calls her his “good luck charm.” 

If that’s the case, 

the luck is only one way. 

 

She’s tired of his unpredictability. 

She’s weary of his abuse. 

But then Silvio shows up on her 
doorstep again, 

and she takes him in. 

He’s handsome  

even when he’s being ugly. 

And there’s something about his 
smile. 

Most nights, it’s the only one for 
miles. 

 

 

 



 

THE FOLLOW-UP 
Publication. 
The dice roll just took a promising turn. 
Maybe foul poverty 

will stay in its place - 
the rear-view mirror. 
But there's the downside. 
It drags you out of your study. 
You have to show up places, 
sign books as the great creator. 
People invest in you. 
You wonder if you're up 

to paying dividends. 
Beside, what's talent anyhow? 
It's sweat in search of genius. 

And what does the merchant 
of romance and thrills 
have to sell 
the next time 
the crowds are buying? 

Ah, the follow-up. 
Inspiration minds its own business. 
Frustration screws up 
balls of paper. 

Day after day, 
night after night, 
the muse is lost for words. 

Life was better 
when you had no one to please 
but yourself. 
Fear of failure 
becomes nostalgia for it. 

  
About the Author 

 

John Grey is an Australian poet, US resident. Recently published 
in Nebo, Euphony and Columbia Review with work upcoming in 
Leading Edge, Poetry East and Midwest Quarterly.   

 



 

THE MORE REAL SKIN 
 

A Short Story 

By Jennifer Benningfield 

 

 Presently, life hangs. "Between" is the nebulous area in which I have lived much of 

adulthood anyway, so upon release from the hospital, genuine concerns such as contacting close 

friends and family were shoved to the rear. One solid week as an inpatient rebirthed a ravenous 

carnivore. Neither I nor the cabbie wasted any words from the time he picked me up until the 

moment he deposited me in front of the Boli's Pizza one block from my apartment building. Had 

my time away taught me nothing about prioritization? What decent man puts a cheesesteak, 

swimming in mayo, onions, and pickles, ahead of his own mother? Just two more questions for 



 

the shrink-resistant pile.  

 Boli's had only been open ten minutes, yet I still had to wait in line behind a plaid-clad 

man half a century old, his egg-shaped head covered with bruises and bumps, and I'd say, "Ha, 

I'd hate to see the other guy," but for the suspicion I have that he was the other guy. 

 The belligerence suggested by his appearance bore out almost immediately. 

 "Whaddayamean, I gotta wait thirty minutes? I'm your first customer! Ain't that a kick in 

the back sack. Hey, check this out, I just lost my appetite for pizza. Not just your pizza, I mean 

all pizza, everywhere. Congratulations. Take two and drown, you poor schmo. Go home to your 

ugly wife and change your socks. What're you lookin' at, paste-face?" 

     ###### 

 Consider, these celebrated upsets of history: David downing Goliath, Truman toppling 

Dewey, Chaminade knocking out UVA, Preston victorious over Severe Depression. A battle I 

fought without deadly weaponry, until a disturbing irregularity began flaring up with disturbing 

regularity, until I stopped delivering mail, until I stopped answering the phone, until a regretful 

misalliance of Johnnie Walker and Sectoral sent my ornery self-first to the ER, then to the fifth 

floor, where they store the nuts.  

 Even with a tray of stunningly edible food, and a sweet-natured woman extracting 

important information, it still felt as though I were sitting underneath a naked light bulb, shirtless 

and scarred, plucked unceremoniously from a bad patch before I'd been given the chance to wind 

my own way out. I answered questions while nibbling mashed potatoes and conniving to gain my 

freedom. When the nice lady informed me that patients stayed a minimum of five days, I 



 

thought, Welp, you can pencil me in for 120 and not an hour extra, little mama. 

      ##### 

The experience sucked no harder or gentler than most others.  

 Via mandatory meetings (both individual and group) with well-trained well-wishers, 

twelve sick souls learned the value of proper prioritization, various mental and physical exercises 

intended to strengthen our mental health, and the eternal blessing of self-love. All leading to the 

most vital lesson: how to process stress without sending tables airborne.  

 In between, we passed time by sipping soda, flipping pages, or talking small. Most of us 

gathered around the conference table did not fit the stereotype of a crazy person. Except for 

Skinny Santa. I needed a Coke at the ready just to keep my mouth occupied, otherwise, I would 

have been hysterically laughing every time he began babbling on aliens jumping rope to keep the 

Sun from exploding. 

 And I would have been the only one.  

 Of all the lessons I learned about myself over those 120 hours, "I'm An Asshole" was the 

harshest.  

      ##### 

 Also the most common. The recent pie apostate, he became hip to his own 

contemptibility probably on his own, likely before he learned his penis was good for more than 

just whizzing over high walls.  

 At least that's what I concluded after staring into those broken marbles he sees the world 



 

through. I guessed on, on the spot, that ol' egghead was no stranger to inpatient programs. I 

surmised he'd made several visits, perhaps even willingly. Maybe he and I missed each other by 

a week. Guy's spent 120 hours, minimum, fantasizing about breasts and beers as a nerd with 

bonafides drones out the agonizingly obvious. He's spent 120 hours, minimum, with a straw 

between his lips, pondering how many milligrams of caffeine the body requires in order to read 

Wuthering Heights without attempting suicide via paper cuts.  

 "What're you looking at, paste-face?" 

 "Nothing, sir. Have a good day." 

 Watching his face fold in on itself caused me to curse the distance between us and the 

store's beverage case. 

 "Agreeable bastard," he sneered. Before I could let loose with a helplessly liquid laugh, 

the employee behind the counter pretended to have a coughing fit. This snapped Eggy Gourdo 

back into a reality where he didn't force me to swallow three of my teeth. A reality where he 

walked on, walked out. 

 I walked up, specifically to the counter to place my order, shrugging off the employees 

attempts to joke, vowing internally to not eat my own hands, no matter how long I had to wait. 

 Which luckily wasn't long. Green for silver, grunt for grin, and I headed for the door. 

(I'm not an unfriendly man; I just don't care.) 

 The walk home would take four minutes, tops. Given that I'd not made the trip in a week, 

I took a moment to savor my surroundings. I'd hit an emotional and professional rock-bottom 

that could have killed me on impact. I emerged, improved. More aware. More sensitive. More 



 

thoughtful. More real.  

      ##### 

 To be a good little inpatient, you had to be an attendee and participant at daily group 

meetings, held a half hour after breakfast, a half hour after lunch, and an hour after dinner. When 

your appointed psychiatrist shows up for one-on-one time, you will answer their questions 

sincerely. When the distressingly young staff hands out sandwiches after the last meeting of the 

day, you should really ask for the peanut butter and jelly, 'cause the turkey is sweaty and the 

mustard is the same shade of yellow as a late-Seventies new wave album cover. 

 And you must, you must, you must ingest the daily modifiers.  

 My day five was day one for a young heroin addict whose crisp appearance suggested an 

unearned affluence he could scarcely bear. I sat across from him at the huge table, empty except 

for arms and papers. He was too good to be in that spot, yet not good enough to be in the spot 

he'd been programmed to think he deserved. I could foresee a confrontation between the young 

man and one of the counselors, even more, heated than the time Blond Rob interjected himself 

into a talk between another inpatient and their psychiatrist.  

 Those meetings meant to me what a cracker means to a grasshopper. There was a 

chalkboard, a TV set, neither of them used. I hated letting so many other people know anything 

about myself, never mind how unpleasant the things. Perhaps if these strangers had a chance of 

meaning something more, of playing a significant role in my life, of representing a real chance at 

positive change, I would have cottoned to the racket. But no. Frivolous and futile, every second.  

 After the final group meeting at eight, we'd have another two hours to make calls and 



 

take pills before bedtime. I was always so drained by then, not even my roommate's pitiable 

moans could keep me from the bliss of unconsciousness. (The road to mental health is littered 

with shredded rubber and bloodied fur.) I was always one of the first served, made damn sure of 

that, approached that counter and wasted no time giving my name to the plump lady who 

apparently asked her stylist for the "Judi Dench," who in turn gave me two small paper cups like 

the ones you put ketchup in at restaurants, one with the pills and the second containing just 

enough water to chase the little trip stops down.  

      ##### 

 What's better? To live day-to-day, or to live knife-to-neck? The doctors and counselors 

couldn't answer me--refused to, actually--and understanding their reticence only makes it slightly 

less infuriating. Mental health care is one of America's profound failures, and no one wants to be 

a player in a failure story. I think I'd rather have cancer than severe depression (although some 

people would say that's not thinking at all). As great a thought as it is, no one on the fifth floor of 

the local hospital can be wheeled to the floor below for relatively convenient extirpation of their 

malignancy. 

 Walking home, plastic bag of hell-rock hot deliverance swinging lightly at my side, I 

began reminiscing about my imprisonment with fondness. Freedom stretched over me like a new 

skin. Newly lively, I met the eyes of people on porches as I doddered along. 

 I could see the awning of my building, I could envision the side gate, the concrete path, 

the wooden steps meant to be navigated with annoying caution, until I was no longer moving 

towards the dim light of a tunnel whose walls narrow with every step, regardless of direction.  

 Lesson #23 learned during my time inside the antiseptic box-within-a-box: Each person 



 

must follow their instincts before joining the insects. 

     ###### 

 Either the man possessed ninja stealth, or I'd been utterly oblivious, ensnared by a web 

the design of which I played a considerable hand. Lost in blissful thoughts of a return to routine, 

I felt something dash by my left side. 

 Eggy Gourdo. The very same belligerent jerk from Boli's, throttled by an enigmatic 

agitation which left us both overwhelmed. The wisest expenditure of energy would have been to 

steal a meal. Instead, this guy wanted me (the sucker) to view him (the suckee?) as the superior, 

alpha male he'd mentally sculpted himself to be. Steel-chinned and brick-cheeked, with a mind 

like a god and a heart like a dam.  

 Alas, the portrait looked no less unflattering in natural light. He was older (by two 

decades, I figured), and larger by a few inches all around. Still, mine was only one perspective. 

The old, misshapen guy blocking my path might have been factually fearless, able to dismiss 

mustang lizards attired in titanium armor and rocket helmets with a single sniff...or perhaps the 

schmuck messes his underwear at a thunder roll.  

 I had no way of knowing for sure. I didn't collect those fallen parts of myself and 

reassemble 'em just to stand by with my thumb in a gnarly pie while some schizo tells me to run 

the cheesesteaks. 

 A voice from within commanded me: ask his name. I didn't; what could I hope to 

accomplish with possession of that knowledge? On the spot, I decided the wrinkly, discolored 

Humpty Dumpty shaking before me was a clear "Clayton." "Clay" to his loved ones, who 



 

probably don't care much for the guy. A man whose seduction attempts end before they begin. A 

man whose childhood featured a succession of dead pets and broken promises. A man covered 

with a short-sleeved shirt faded to the color of raw ground beef, the neck of the thing barely 

hanging in there.  

 He leaned forward. My heart defied time and space, a neat feat for a muscle stuck 

between two sponges. My hand gripped the bag tighter. Many places to run, nowhere to truly 

hide. No one approaching on either side of the street. The license plate of the jeep parked next to 

us would, once decoded, guide me to the next move. Meanwhile, Eggy continued breathing 

decay into my face. 

 "Tell you what, fella. Gimme that bag, and I won't cut ya." 

 A miniature Dagonet blew a giant, soggy raspberry behind my eyes, daring me to make 

an assessment and act on that assessment. Food, blood--which hunger growls loudest? I reached 

down and drew strength from the words of not some well-meaning yet ultimately demeaning 

doctor, but a well-meaning yet ultimately demeaning father: "Don't run away from a challenge. 

Walk with it. Take a hold of its hand, look it directly in the eye, and let it know--you will not 

back down." 

 I dropped the bag in front of my feet, eyes glued to their broken blue counterparts, 

relishing the surge of confidence, face fixed into a grin I prayed matched my inner delirium.  

 I waited for Eggy to make a move. When he didn't, I did, stomping the bag's contents into 

a cheesy, meaty, starchy mess. 

      ###### 



 

 After 120 hours, release day arrived. Once a big day for the music industry, still a big day 

for the mental health industry. Before my breath could rejoin the breeze, though, I'd need to hop 

aboard the "cut-loose carousel," providing short, sincere answers to loaded questions while a 

hospital worker filled out a form on my behalf while also scrutinizing me, ready to leap over the 

table and place me in a full nelson at the first indication of trouble.  

 My replies felt sincere.  

 Knuckle-down time. Slip off the old, slide on the new. Breathe in the sun, pay off the 

brittle plastic. That seven-layer dip I always see at the grocery and wonder, Who in hell would 

pay for that? I knew the answer. 

      ##### 

 Egghead gaped, devastated. I was one well-timed endorphin rush from gripping my junk 

while busting out a James Brown ad-lib. 

 "You're nuts!" he spluttered. I prepared for a blow to the chin, a bop to the nose. He had 

no response--at least, not a direct one. His skin paled. His bruises darkened. The moisture 

abandoned his lips.   

 Victory was mine to seal. Soundlessly, I walked on past his frozen form, past the 

flattened food, never looking back to see if the poor guy had torn some skin off his knees. 

      ##### 

 Surfaces rule. They promote falsehoods and earn reams of praise. My mother uses 

recordings of waves as a sleep aid. She claims it's not only the sounds which soothe, it's also the 

everlasting images they arouse in her brain, lustrous blue and foaming white, serene and familiar.  



 

 Mom's mind is never invaded by visions of the ghastly hazards that dwell underneath the 

gorgeous immensity--sizable creatures with nightmarish appearances, some with flesh-shredding 

teeth, others bearing venomous gifts, none of them amenable to outsiders. 

 I am visited by such visions often. 

 Freedom is earning six figures, parenting obedient children, owning a golden gun. So it 

stands to reason I'll never be free.  
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DARKNESS IS A GIFT 
A Poem 

By Mert Feyzioglu 

 

I love the darkness  

dwelling within my soul. 

Closed doors, broken lamps and  

windows covered with big black curtains;  

they all surround my body  

like a shroud surrounds the corpse. 

I do love the darkness, for it makes me 
scared. 

And feeling scared makes me feel alive. 

Those who haven’t trapped in the darkness  

cannot deal with life, 

for life itself is the mixture of black and 
white.  

Darkness is the gift from the gods 

to perceive the beauty of light; to grasp 

the true colour of life. 

Step into this realm of truth. 

Go deep into your soul. 

Find the darkness, 

Embrace the darkness, 

Dance with the darkness. 

The light within the truth will appear in you. 
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A REQUEST FOR TIME 
Short Story 

By Maribel Pagan 

 

Dear Time: 

 

I have never understood you. I have never understood why you grant us the chance to go 

forward, but never backward. I know you may not want to grant my plea, but here I am, begging 

you to turn back the clock and let us start over. 

I know you are probably thinking that no lessons will be learned and that history will only 

repeat itself if you turn back and rewind. But think of this: I lost someone I loved, someone I 

wanted to tell one last time that I loved her. 

But I was too late. She was gone years before I was told of her passing. 

You're probably too occupied to hear this. Perhaps you prefer thinking that life is easier 



 

going forward. I'm here to tell you that you're wrong. If everything rewinds because of your power 

to do so, I can change the biggest mistake I have made. 

They say that history repeats itself. Isn't it, Time, that I should be able to change my history? 

Perhaps history would not repeat itself in all the wrong notes if we could turn back the clock. 

I know you may think that I'm an ordinary human being who commits mistakes regardless 

of promises, but I just know I will be different this time. 

I also know you disagree. "Lessons must be learned," you're probably thinking. But I lost 

her. I will never get her back. She's lost in the abyss of you, Time. If you're as powerful as to keep 

us going forward instead of frozen in you, Time, then surely you're powerful enough to reverse 

and let me see her one last time. I will make no mistakes. I will set things right, and she will know 

I love her. 

Please seriously consider my request. I look forward to hearing your reply. 

 

Sincerely, 

A Lovestruck Human Being 

 

Dear A Lovestruck Human Being: 

 

Only Time will tell whether your request can be accepted and fulfilled at this time. 

You will receive a message from Time soon. Please note that we have received multiple 

requests such as yours and will respond in Timely fashion. Requests such as yours are not 

uncommon. Time is very busy at this moment and will respond shortly. 

 



 

Sincerely, 

History 

Time's Secretary 

 

P.S. Time will tell. 

 

Dear History: 

 

Please tell Time that my request is urgent. I have little time left to spare before I am lost in 

the veins of the past. 

 

Sincerely, 

A Lovestruck Human Being 

 

Dear A Lovestruck Human Being: 

 

Unfortunately your request cannot be fulfilled at this time. We have noted that you, too, 

have been lost in the veins of the past. 

Because you and your loved one are in the same veins, I have arranged something different. 

You see, the past does not work quite like the future. The future moves slowly, and you noted its 

moving during the passage of your life. Whereas the past is all crunched together, and those in the 

15th century easily mingle with those from earlier centuries and those from later centuries. You 

noticed how the past was constricted during your life, but you are only realizing now that it is true. 



 

I am sending you this letter, knowing that you will receive it during this new journey ahead 

of you. I have hope that you will find who you are looking for, and that you will be reunited with 

your loved ones. Know that the people you love are never lost, even if you experience difficulty 

in finding your loved ones in this new place. Although History—the past—repeats itself, you and 

your loved ones can now find your new History to repeat in this new, safe place. 

 

Always Moving Forward, 

Time 
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A  LOVE SONG FOR 5 DOMINION STREET 
 

A Poem  

By Ryan Wu 

 

I took you from the bed that night 

We got the call, we took the flight.   

We landed at an early hour, 

To see the house that would be ours.  

 

That summer advent, when we saw 

The gabled roofs, and heard the caw 

Of ugly murders in the eaves,  

Your eyes were caught on fallen leaves 

 

But still inside, your chest was swelled  

With pride, for in the place we dwelled 

We knew we’d find what both we lacked,  

Amongst the many things unpacked 

 

Within that house that now was ours, 

We kissed until the early hours.  

 



 

 

 

Remember when we came here first? 

We walked across the long traverse 

From street to porch, where stood at back 

The lessor in his jacket black. 

 

Do you remember what he said, 

His silhouette in greeting’s stead?  

Your rosy cheeks he tinged with frost, 

Oh little shrub I almost lost. 

 

What words he spoke though! You and I,  

We leaned in close to catch the eye 

That glinted madly as he sang  

A roster of the house’s stains 

 

Of how in early times the land 

Was stolen from a native clan 

By settlers hoping to create 

From spoils of war a grand estate.  

 

Of speculating men who built 

A farming house with marbled gilt, 

Who found in place of morning gold 

a blight within the soil’s fold 

 

Of bachelor sons who lonesome stayed 

Within their keeps until the day 

They lit out for the nighttime air 

To take the forests for their heir 

 

Oh, On and on he sang away 

Remember how we stayed the day? 

 

--- 

 

But of the souls within his boast, 

It was the last that made the most 

Impression on us; what he said 

Of past misdeeds and whispering dead. 

 

His voice, which cold and soothing prior, 

Found a new and bruising fire, 

Eyes which clearly shined before 

Became a set of sable sores. 

 

Remember how you looked that day?  

With smile yet already swayed, 

And though you stayed a thankful guest 



 

You kept your pallor unsuppressed. 

 

“Oh Little Gil,” the fever said,  

“A bastard from a bastard bred. 

Who spent her life in cupboards locked 

Until the day the reaper knocked. 

 

With naught but dark and wood to be 

Companions to her reveries, 

She daily banged the wooden walls, 

Her music filling up the halls. 

 

When last she broke the hinges free, 

She found the lighter, found with glee 

That curtains left to burn unhindered,  

Ululated as they cindered.   

 

And eyes of hers that winked and shone 

Beneath the winking stars begun 

To open wide and taste the sight 

Of all the hallways burning bright.” 

 

He winked and said, with air of play, 

“They say she haunts this house today. 

A soul to conflagration merged, 

Is not content to stay submerged.” 

 

You laughed at what a farce he made, 

But were you not the least afraid? 

 

--- 

 

But no my sweet, we didn’t fret,  

We found no time for empty threats 

We had our jobs, we earned our bread, 

My little shrub, we had our bed.   

 

And no mistake, we lived our life 

From day to day with little strife 

Remember then, when future-ripe 

We chewed our cud and ate our tripe?  

 

And even when the winds were chill, 

And sprouts remained unsprouted still, 

I knew our starving times were done,  

And still I’d see your shining sun. 

 

Oh little shrub that springs from earth, 

And rises to appointed berth 

At distant coast in heaven high, 



 

You knew our happy days were nigh. 

 

So still we whiled away the hours,  

And saw our work no longer ours, 

Remember how we followed sour-  

Times with fine bouquets of flowers? 

 

And truly in the nighttime air,  

I’ve never loved you more than there,  

Though words we spoke were often terse,  

You still were voice to formless verse. 

 

And still I loved you in those nights 

When sleepless I besides you lied, 

Admired all your lustre bright  

That hid your fire deep inside. 

 

Oh rose of mine whose passion bloomed,  

Is still that fire unconsumed? 

 

And yet, and still I loved you then  

And yet, and still I loved you when 

Those cheeks of yours, in times of want 

Had lost the glow you used to flaunt 

 

And yet and still I loved you still 

I loved like oxen love the thill 

When hungry, starving through the sleet 

And mud, they drag their aching feet.  

 

And yet, and still, remember when 

I mentioned little Gil again?  

Your face a pale, sickly hue:  

“I think I heard the knocking too.”  

 

But still those knocks you daily heard  

Continued nightly undeterred 

And yet and still in all those days, 

I felt the hunger.  

 

--- 

 

I came up from the bed the night 

You went away, no needless fright 

Had touched your absent face, remember 

Cold escape in cold december? 

 

The day when lonely bed at last 

Been colder than the snow amassed 

Outside, I took a break for smoke 



 

Until a knock to me bespoke 

Of intruders.  

 

And kitchen-deep within our place, 

The sound at end with end of chase,  

I stood before the cupboard tame, 

And rapped my hand against the frame. 

 

And in the winter nighttime’s black, 

I heard the cupboard knocking back.  

 

--- 

 

And starving frame, my starving frame 

Relinquished all my flame inside 

(how cold! How cold the biting air 

Is tonight) but that’s no care  

And all is cold despite the blaze 

The fringes of the curtains graze, 

That rises from the wooden floor 

(Oh if you’d seen, how you’d implore!) 

Its rage consumed it ever more 

And yet away you still remained 

But all is right despite how strained 

We were before; we’ll take the branches 

(hid the fire away from me)  

Dip them in the fury gold, 

And let the crying winds take hold 

Like raiders riding westward bound 

Until the forests too are drowned, 

And too the wind will bring it south 

To sweep across river’s mouth 

And all is right, I’ll feast today 

I’ll feel the warmth begin to fray 

The edges of the cold away 

And embers of the fire form 

The germing seeds of coming storms 

That journey off to distant shores 

And plant anew our fiery gardens,  

Claiming moorlands for their own,  

Forging empires for their throne. 

I know we will, my little dove 

And oh, my child which (from cupboard 
saved) I love 

(butane stench) Is next to me.  
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HIM 
A Poem 

By Jessica Williams 

 
So what is left of me? 

A hollow husk of a girl. 
Pretty? 

No. Not even close. 
But you would call me beautiful. 

You would say you love me. 
You would say I was the girl you fell asleep 

thinking of. 
 

That…was in the past. 
That was when we were in love with me… 

That’s when I was happy. 
 

What is left of me? 
A hole in my chest from where you tore my 

heart out. 
Healed? 

No. I wish it were. 
But you would say we are happy 

You would say despite everything, we love 
each other. 

 
That’s the truth. 

We care about each other 
Yes. That will never change 

But you don’t LOVE me. 
 

So what is left of me? 
A hollow unlovable husk of the happy 

beautiful girl I was. 
How? 

Because I still love you…and that’s the 
problem. 
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NIRMALA 
A Short Story  

By Chyar Misrayim 

 

“Your wife called again.” Nirmala said.  

Mark gave her a very quick hateful glance. “I told you, stop updating me about her calls.” Then he 

muttered, “that’s not even your freaking job”.  

“Nothing ever works here.” Nirmala said.  

She stood over a pile of basic parts. She couldn’t comprehend what they were, what they did, or 

why. She could only recite some basic instructions if roused by verbal commands. In front of her 

were several things that had no explanation for her. There was a barrel wrapped in wiry mesh. The 

mesh was rife with brown gunk.  

“Rust.” She said. Mark sighed with disgust. “No.” “Then what is it?” She said. Mark didn’t 

know. “Who cares.” “I must always do what’s right? Right Mark?” Nirmala said. “Yes, Nirmala. 

Of course.” He answered. “Papa Bless told me that.” She said proudly. There were other things 

that she didn’t understand. There was a stack of trays on  

wheels. Mark put on some thick black gloves and carefully pulled one of the trays out. It was filled, 

nearly to the brim, with what she could only describe as grease. It had a fleshy white film covering 

it. He poured it down a very large drain. Thick white smoke rose up.  

“It stinks!” Nirmala said.  

Mark smiled and nodded his head. He put the tray back and repeated the process with the other 

trays. Then he looked at her.  

“Do you remember how to change the filters?” He asked. He already knew the answer. “I don’t 

know.” She said. The filters were very large tubs full of red-brown gunk. Nirmala waddled over 

to  

Mark’s side with her short rubbery legs. She watched him disconnect the tubes to the filter. An 

amber brown liquid trickled from the disconnected tube. He then moved the tub to a drain by 

kicking it. He stood the tub on its side and put an industrial hose to it. Finally he placed a thick 

piece of paper inside of it and clamped it down with a grate.  



 

Mark frowned at her over his shoulder. “Can you remember that Nirmala?” “Of course, Mark.” 

She said. Mark chuckled. It was a flagging chuckle. “Yeah, of course.” He muttered. “Just 

remember that we aren’t actually supposed to do it that way. So don’t let Sandy or any of the 

supers’ catch you doing it like that. Also, you didn’t learn that from me. Anyway, I’m going to 

take my break. Can you do the rest of the filters while I am away?”  

“Of course, Mark.” She said.  

Mark sneered, waved a hand dismissively and mounted the stations designated trolley. The trolley 

could fit two people and it had a square space in the rear large enough to fit one Service Unit. 

Nirmala watched him drive away. He went three stations down. Three stations down there was a 

cherry-red ship and a red -haired woman. There was also a red and white Safe skies Service Unit. 

This Service Unit was very proactive. She was cleaning the filters all on her own, very quickly, 

and according to protocol. The red-haired woman and Mark left together. They went inside the 

men’s room together and they didn’t come out for at least ten minutes.  

“I must always do what’s right?” Nirmala said. “Right Mark?” Mark was still in the restroom with 

the red-haired woman. “Papa Bless told me that.”  

Nirmala wobbled away to the dialing center. It was a five minute walk. When she got there she 

asked for Adeline. Adeline was Mark’s wife. After she was finished she wobbled back to her 

station.  

Mark was shaking his head from side to side as he inspected the unclean filters. She noticed he 

was smiling very widely.  

“Are you carefree, Mark?” Nirmala asked him.  

“Maybe.” He said through a developing grin. He dived down, grinning even harder, and studied 

the filters. He rubbed his chin, and licked his top lip. Then he closed his mouth and his smile turned 

into wrinkles on each cheek before it disappeared altogether. He began cleaning the rest of the 

filters. Occasionally one end of his lips would wrinkle.  

There were some other things Nirmala didn’t understand around her. There were many gears 

hidden behind a door. They were very sharp.  

“Slicers?” Nirmala asked. Mark snorted softly. He gave her a quick pat on the top of her flat head. 

“Nope.” The gears were covered in white and brown crud. The white crud became stringy when 

hosed down. The brown crud rinsed as a dark colored liquid. Mark reached in, between two gears 

and pressed a red button.  



 

“Be careful Mark.” Nirmala said.  

He snatched his hand back as the gears began spinning in unison. Smoke was flowing from one of 

them. He reached back in and pushed the red button again. The gears all stopped.  

Mark began examining the gear and making it turn either which way with a tiny metal rod. “I knew 

it.” He said. ‘I knew it!’ That was the last thing Adeline had said to Nirmala on the phone. “Nothing 

ever works here.” Nirmala found herself saying. “You can say that again.” Mark said under his 

breath. He got the gear working again shortly. “Well, that’s that.” Mark disappeared inside the 

ship. There were very loud growls and groans as different parts of the engine started up. There 

where whines and whimpers as the different parts were shut down. Eventually all of them were 

shut off. Lights along the side of the ship flickered off. Mark came out of the ship dusting his 

hands.  

“Everything checks out.” He said.  

Nirmala gandered around herself. Now there was nothing that she didn’t understand. Everything 

had been put in its proper place. All that remained was the grease on the grounds. Mark had another 

hour left on his shift. He had to hose down the grounds, clean the drains, and do some paperwork.  

“Is it time for me to go home?” Nirmala asked.  

“Yep. It’s that time.” Mark said and he jumped in the trolley and he drove three stations down 

without hesitation.  

He never looked back. Nirmala wished he had looked back. She suddenly felt very alone and 

frightened. She made her way to her home as quick as her tiny legs would deliver her. Her home 

was a large farm of booths. Her booth had a very long number that even she had trouble 

remembering. Her two neighbors, also service units, were already sleeping deeply. Nirmala backed 

herself into her booth. She began to fall asleep. All of her memories and skillsets fell out of her 

minds. All but one. She remembered Mark driving away without looking back. She remembered 

walking past station after station, each with its own ship. She remembered a station wagon roaring 

past her. Mark’s wife was the driver.  

“Nothing ever works here.” Nirmala said.  

By the time she had reached the booth-farm the wagon had come roaring in the opposite direction. 

It was indeed Mark’s wife, Adeline, at the wheel. She remembered that Adeline’s hands were wet 

with blood.  



 

Nirmala spun on her feet and faced one of her neighbors. “Sauce?” He was asleep so he didn’t 

answer. “No.” She answered herself. “Blood.” She remembered the day Mark had cut his thumb 

open on the barrel shaped thing. Nirmala buried her face in her booth. “I must always do what is 

right? Right, Mark?” She said.  

Her booth made a beeping noise. It was time for her to sleep. She was feeling very tired. Very 

weary. Very frustrated. She turned around and leaned in to her booth. A sense of warmth washed 

over her. It felt very good. Her memories sunk to the bottom until there was nothing but a blank 

space.  

“I don’t know.” She said before drifting off into slumber.  

 

THE END. 
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